Methods Revisions

I didn’t grade the last version
Methods

• Break up into sections
  – Participants (include age $M, SD$)
  – Procedure
  – Materials (video/ stimuli description)
  – Measures (must include chronbach’s alpha, $M, SD$ for ALL scales); include sample items
    • For composite measures, clarify how they were created

• Include enough detail so someone could replicate
Results

• Break up into sections that answer different questions
• Make sure to include info on what test was run
• Include statistic even if it was not significant
• Relate statistics back to hypotheses for clarity
Important

• Look at guidelines on syllabus
• Look at example “A paper” (it’s not perfect)
• Schedule change:
  – Presentations: **Thursday December 5th**
  – Discussion section due next Thursday 12-5
  – **Today:**
    • Revise methods
    • Do peer review on intro (exchange with another group)
    • Email me for feedback on revised intro by Weds 5pm